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The Egyptian civilization, which flourished along the banks of the Nile for about 3000 years, was one of the most extraordinary and
enduring of the ancient world. Even today, after two thousand years since its setting, it continues to exert considerable charm. The
Egyptians left many traces of their culture, thanks to the climate dry desert that has preserved over the centuries. The Sphinx and
many pyramids, mummies, funerary masks, funerary decorations, the papyri, have thus been preserved from destruction, the
common fate of many ancient remains. Egypt is in fact also known as the "gift of the Nile", because the flooding of the river
deposited on the fields a layer of fertile silt, vital for the growth of crops. Already in prehistoric times, the first settlers learned to
sow and plant their crops in the fields still covered by mud after the waters had receded. I collected, almost always abundant, they
allowed that civilization to thrive and achieve a brilliance never known before. The ancient Egyptians called the fertile valley of the
Nile kemet, "black earth", and themselves remet-en-kemet, "the people of the black earth", while the desert surrounding the town
was said deshret, "red earth."
An absolute must-read for anyone who loves books In Closing Time, Joe Queenan shared how he became a voracious reader to
escape a joyless childhood. Now, like many bibliophiles, he fears for the books that once saved him. In One for the Books,
Queenan examines the entire culture of reading and what books really mean in people’s lives today. What does it suggest if a
person has no books displayed in his living room? Can an obsession with reading prove detrimental to one’s well being? How
useful are covers in selling books? Queenan’s many fans—as well as anyone who loves books and reading—will want to join him
on his unforgettably funny and moving journey.
This book proposes an integrated model of treatment for Personality Disorders (PDs) that goes beyond outdated categorical
diagnoses, aiming to treat the general factors underlying the pathology of personality. The authors emphasize the development of
metacognitive functions and the integration of procedures and techniques of different psychotherapies. The book addresses the
treatment of complex cases that present with multiform psychopathological features, outlining clinical interventions that focus on
structures of personal meaning, metacognition and interpersonal processes. In addition, this book: Provides an overview of pretreatment phase procedures such as assessment interviews Explains the Metacognitive Interpersonal Therapy (MIT) approach
and summarizes MIT clinical guidelines Outlines pharmacological treatment for patients with PDs Includes checklists and other
useful resources for therapists evaluating their adherence to the treatment method Complex Cases of Personality Disorders:
Metacognitive and Interpersonal Therapy is both an insightful reexamining of the theoretical underpinnings of personality disorder
treatment and a practical resource for clinicians.
This is a standard work of reference for the study of the religious history of western Christianity in the later middle ages which,
since its original publication in French in 1981, has come to be regarded as one of the great contributions to medieval studies of
recent times. Hagiographical texts and reports of the processes of canonisation - a mode of investigation into saints' lives and their
miracles implemented by the popes from the end of the twelfth century - are here used for the first time as major source materials.
The book illuminates the main features of the medieval religious mind, and highlights the popes' attempts to gain firmer control
over the wide variety of expressions of faith towards the saints in order to promote a higher pattern of devotion and moral
behaviour among Christians.
This fascinating account traces a history of paleontology in relation to dinosaurs & discusses current theories concerning their
extinction.
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Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) is often regarded as the beleaguered, neglected genius of pre-Enlightenment Naples. His work-though known
to Herder, Coleridge, Matthew Arnold, and Michelet-widely and deeply appreciated only during the twentieth century. Although Vico may be
best known for the use James Joyce made of his theories in Finnegans Wake, Croce's insightful analysis of Vico's ideas played a large role in
alerting readers to his unique voice. Croce's volume preceded Joyce's creation of "Mr. John Baptister Vickar" by a quarter century. During the
last 25 years Vico's ideas about history, language, anti-Cartesian epistemology, and rhetoric have begun to receive the recognition their
admirers have long claimed they deserve. Increasing numbers of publications appear annually which bear the stamp of Vico's thinking. Even
if he is not yet so renowned as some of his contemporaries, such as Locke, Voltaire, or Montesquieu, there are good reasons to believe that
in the future he will be equally honored as a cultural theorist. As a theorist of historical process and its language, there is no more innovative
voice than his until the twentieth century-which explains in part why such figures as Joyce and R.G. Collingwood freely drew on Vico's work,
particularly his New Science, while creating their own. If Vico was Naples' most brilliant, if uncelebrated, citizen prior to the Enlightenment
taking hold in Southern Italy, then Croce (1866-1952) is surely the city's most important thinker of modern times, and the single indispensable
Italian philosopher since Vico's death. When a genius of Croce's interpretative prowess, evaluates the work of another, it is inevitable that an
explosive mixture will result. A great virtue of this book is its fusion of Croce's unique brand of idealism and aesthetic philosophy with Vico's
epistemological, ethical, and historical theories. If Vico's theory of cyclical changes in history, the corsi e ricorsi, remains fruitful, it might be
argued that Croce's evaluation of his countryman' ideas represented the next turn of the philosophical wheel toward enlightenment.
Presents evidence to support the author's woman-centered interpretation of prehistoric civilizations, considering the prehistoric goddesses,
gods and religion, and discussing the living goddesses--deities which have continued to be venerated through the modern era.
The Egyptian pyramid texts, which are the basis of this work, were collected and inscribed on the walls of five royal pyramids at Sakkareh
between the years 2350 and 2175 B.C. The present work is the first English translation with commentary.
Combines theme and genre analysis in a study of the Italian author, from her first literary writings in the 1930s to her novels in the 1990s.
Instant National Bestseller The first volume of the graphic adaptation of Yuval Noah Harari's smash #1 New York Times and international
bestseller recommended by President Barack Obama and Bill Gates, with gorgeous full-color illustrations and concise, easy to comprehend
text for adult and young adult readers alike. One hundred thousand years ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet
today there is only one—homo sapiens. What happened to the others? And what may happen to us? In this first volume of the full-color
illustrated adaptation of his groundbreaking book, renowned historian Yuval Harari tells the story of humankind’s creation and evolution,
exploring the ways in which biology and history have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it means to be “human.” From
examining the role evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens challenges us to reconsider
accepted beliefs, connect past developments with contemporary concerns, and view specific events within the context of larger ideas.
Featuring 256 pages of full-color illustrations and easy-to-understand text covering the first part of the full-length original edition, this
adaptation of the mind-expanding book furthers the ongoing conversation as it introduces Harari’s ideas to a wide new readership.
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He's bad at sports and not much better at school, but Jimmy sure can draw terrific cartoons. And his dream, like that of his Uncle Lester, who
writes flop Broadway musicals'is to be recognized for what he loves doing most.

This book aims to further a debate about aspects of "playing" and "gaming" in connection with history. Reaching out to academics,
professionals and students alike, it pursues a dedicated interdisciplinary approach. Rather than only focusing on how professionals
could learn from academics in history, the book also ponders the question of what academics can learn from gaming and playing
for their own practice, such as gamification for teaching, or using "play" as a paradigm for novel approaches into historical
scholarship. "Playing" and "gaming" are thus understood as a broad cultural phenomenon that cross-pollinates the theory and
practice of history and gaming alike.
The history of the world through 1,001 inventions—from prehistoric times to the present day. 1001 Inventions That Changed the
World is an enthralling guide to the world’s most important scientific and technological advances. Authoritatively written by a team
of historians, scientists, and anthropologists, this book tells the stories behind these innovations, presenting a comprehensive
history of the world through invention and discovery. From stone tools and fire at the dawn of humankind to today’s self-driving
cars, inventions have moved society forward at a remarkable pace. This informative volume shows just how much some of the
inventions that we take for granted have transformed the world.
Patrik Ourednik's first novel to be translated into English is a unique version of the history of the twentieth century.
Explores the premise that everything having to do with food - its capture, cultivation, preparation, and consumption - represents a
cultural act. Provides insights into many patterns of culinary behavior and tradition.
Jolene's family was just Momma and Grandpa until big, loud Leroy Redfield started taking Momma dancing. Jolene refuses to call
him anything but "Mister." Without a name, he isn't a real person to her. But then Jolene learns that Mister wants to marry Momma.
Is there anything Jolene can do to make him go away? "The warmth and love in the Johnson household envelops the novel...
Jolene's willingness to face the uncertainties of her future may well give courage to readers confronting sea changes of their
own."-Publishers Weekly Awards: ( New York Public Library "100 Titles for Reading and Sharing" ( A Texas Bluebonnet Master
List Book
One of the most popular and widely read books of the Middle Ages, "Physiologus "contains allegories of beasts, stones, and trees
both real and imaginary, infused by their anonymous author with the spirit of Christian moral and mystical teaching.a Accompanied
by an introduction that explains the origins, history, and literary value of this curious text, this volume also reproduces twenty
woodcuts from the 1587 version. Originally composed in the fourth century in Greek, and translated into dozens of versions
through the centuries, "Physiologus "will delight readers with its ancient tales of ant-lions, centaurs, and hedgehogsOCoand their
allegorical significance. OC An elegant little book . . . still diverting to look at today. . . . The woodcuts reproduced from the 1587
Rome edition are alone worth the price of the book.OCOOCoRaymond A. Sokolov, "New York Times Book Review""
First English translation of Sini’s important work on the influence of writing and the alphabet on Western rationality.
The author of Herodotus chronicles the dramatic collapse of the late Alexander the Great's empire, providing coverage of the unsuccessful
attempted reigns of his developmentally disabled brother and posthumously born son, the infighting that caused his generals to turn against
one another and the ensuing war that set the stage for modern conflicts.
Ever since the archaeological rediscovery of the Ancient Near East, generations of scholars have attempted to reconstruct the "real
Babylon,” known to us before from the evocative biblical account of the Tower of Babel. After two centuries of excavations and scholarship,
Mario Liverani provides an insightful overview of modern, Western approaches, theories, and accounts of the ancient Near Eastern city.
On June 23rd, 1950, Pavese, Italy's greatest modern writer received the coveted Strega Award for his novel Among Women Only. On August
26th, in a small hotel in his home town of Turin, he took his own life. Shortly before his death, he methodically destroyed all his private
papers. His diary is all that remains and for this the contemporary reader can be grateful. Contemporary speculation attributed this tragedy to
either an unhappy love aff air with the American film star Constance Dawling or his growing disillusionment with the Italian Communist Party.
His Diaries, however, reveal a man whose art was his only means of repressing the specter of suicide which had haunted him since
childhood: an obsession that finally overwhelmed him. As John Taylor notes, he possessed something much more precious than a political
theory: a natural sensitivity to the plight and dignity of common people, be they bums, priests, grape-pickers, gas station attendants, office
workers, or anonymous girls picked up on the street (though to women, the author could--as he admitted--be as misogynous as he was
affectionate). Bitter and incisive, This Business of Living, is both moving and painful to read and stands with James Joyce's Letters and Andre
Gide's Journals as one of the great literary testaments of the twentieth century.
From the author of Memory and the Mediterranean, a comprehensive history of the Italian city states from 1450 to 1650. In the fifteenth
century, even before the city states of the Apennine Peninsula began to coalesce into what would become, several centuries later, a nation,
“Italy” exerted enormous influence over all of Europe and throughout the Mediterranean. Its cultural, economic, and political dominance is
utterly astonishing and unique in world history. Viewing the Italy?the many Italies?of that time through the lens of today allows us to gather a
fragmented, multi-faceted, and seemingly contradictory history into a single unifying narrative that speaks to our current reality as much as it
does to a specific historical period. This is what the acclaimed French historian, Fernand Braudel, achieves here. He brings to life the two
extraordinary centuries that span the Renaissance, Mannerism, and the Baroque and analyzes the complex interaction between art, science,
politics, and commerce during Italy’s extraordinary cultural flowering.
The author of The Mental Load returns with more "visual essays which are transformative agents of change." After the success of The Mental
Load, Emma continues in her new book to tangle with issues pertinent to women's experiences, from consent to the "power of love," from the
care and attentiveness that women place on others' wellbeing and social cohesion, and how it constitutes another burden on women, to
contraception, to the true nature of gallantry, from the culture of rape to diets, from safety in public spaces to retirement, along with social
issues such as police violence, women's rights, and green capitalism. And, once more, she hits the mark.

A foray into a generation dragged into an ideological battle between Flower Power and New Left militance reveals how
the Beatles-Stones rivalry was created by music managers intent on engineering a moneymaking empire.
Presents five stories about Littlenose, a young Neanderthal boy, as he adopts a young woolly mammoth, participates in
the Sun Dance festival, stumbles upon a painted cave, makes music by blowing on pipes, and saves his father who fell
into a trap.
Explains who the Normans were, how they conquered England in 1066, and describes everyday life during those times.
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